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New models of the WRC with Axitop deliver a value solution for users wishing to

optimise the performance of EC fan technologies.
KIRBY RANGE EXTENSIONS

Heatcraft Australia has taken the opportunity to review the Kirby range of WRC Condensers
to accommodate the 910mm EBM AxiTop fan. Limited models of the new X series with
optimal coil surface to airflow ratio will soon be released.
The select units provide improved kW/K performance per fan and offer a value solution for users
that wish to switch to and/or optimise the performance of EC fan technologies.
The first unit to market will be the optimal configuration where a 4 fan 910mm condenser will
provide the equivalent capacity of the equivalent 5 fan WRC condenser with 800mm fans. The new
models extend in to a 12 fan condenser, at 10.9m long and 2.4m wide, providing over 70kW/K
capacity on R404A.
Heatcraft has also released new published data for the enhanced range of Kirby Heavy Duty
Evaporators which now includes rifle bore copper tube. This inclusion improves the efficiency of
the heat exchange surface, resulting in increased capacity per fan for their heavy duty evaporator
selections. The enhanced range of Heavy Duty evaporators will be identified by new model
numbers (KHDCE / KHDFE) and a new brochure with updated published performance details.
The new literature is now available at www.heatcraft.com.au in July for download.
For more information, contact Heatcraft Australia on 13 23 50 or visit
http://www.ebmpapst.com.au/en/products/axialfans/axitop_diffuser_for_axial_fans/axitop_diffuser.
html
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-ENDAbout Heatcraft:
Heatcraft Worldwide Refrigeration is a global leader in commercial refrigeration serving over 70 countries worldwide building its
vision of being first choice in refrigeration. As part of Heatcraft Worldwide Refrigeration, Heatcraft Australia and New Zealand is a
leading wholesale distribution business catering for the refrigeration and air conditioning trades with a distribution network of over
70 wholesale outlets across Australia and New Zealand. The Heatcraft vision is to be the first choice in climate control solutions.
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